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chamber a round, then lowering the hammer care-
fully over that live round and inserting an extra
round through the loading gate. I would not rec-
ommend this latter procedure. Settle for six
rounds. When I made to fire the first shot, I
noticed that this Rossi lever gun – like all Rossi
lever guns, to my knowledge – features an unob-
trusive manual safety. I rotated this to the firing
position and proceeded. After the first few shots,
when I’d gotten a little used to the odd – for me –
way of holding the weapon, I was able to consis-
tently keep a decent group, firing two hand unsup-
ported standing, at 30 feet or so. My best group of
holes was five rounds with a maximum spread of
4”, the two closest shots 7/8” apart.

Obviously, as someone who grew up watching
movie and television westerns, I tried some shoot-
ing from the hip, the butt of the weapon against
my right thigh. The Rossi Ranch Hand and I came
to the joint conclusion
that this was a great
way for me to waste
ammunition.

The Ranch Hand has
a tall blade front sight
and adjustable buck-
horn style rear. A sad-
dle ring with a thong
adds a nice touch. The
blue-black finish of the
metal parts against the
well-fitted hardwood
butt stock and fore end
looked quite good.

This Rossi Ranch
Hand is a well-made
gun. My sample was
accurate and func-
tioned flawlessly. Per-
ceived recoil was bare-
ly “perceived” at all,
because of the four-pound weight, the way in
which the gun was held and that 12” barrel.

If you want to wear it, you’ll need a holster and
finding one isn’t going to be easy. One suggestion
I have is to contact saddle and western holster
maker Rod Kibler (www.rodkiblersaddlery.com).
When I asked Rod if he’d make a holster for a
Mare’s Leg, he said he would. Check out the Rossi
Ranch Hand, if you want a fun gun with an “Old
West” flare.

During the 1950s and 1960s, nearly all TV
western heroes had unique weaponry. “The
Rebel” used a sawed-off shotgun, while Robert
Rockwell – “Mr. Boynton” on “Our Miss Brooks”
– playing Insurance Investigator “Sam Logan,”
“The Man From Blackhawk,” carried two short-
barreled Colts in a compartment in the base of
his carpet bag. A few TV western heroes carried
fixed-blade knives sheathed on their gun belts.
One rarely saw a folding knife in those great old

shows, even though folders were not unknown as
long ago as in the days of ancient Rome and
were certainly around on the 19th Century Amer-
ican frontier. Today, for most of us, a folding knife
is a necessity.

I’ve just been trying out one of Benchmade’s
(www.benchmadeknives.com) newest designs,
the Emissary. The Emissary uses the by now
familiar and much appreciated AXIS locking sys-
tem. It is, in fact, an AXIS Assist. This Osborne
design is extremely lightweight and extremely
fast. As with any well-made and well-sharpened
knife, caution should be exercised when learn-
ing the knife. Is that my way of saying I cut
myself? No, but I was quite careful the first few
times I opened and closed the knife. This is a
small knife with a blade length that is just bang
on 3”. Blade thickness is just shy of a tenth of an
inch. Overall length, when opened, is a little

under just 7”. When closed, the
length is close to 4”.

The blade is made from S30V
stainless, with a blade hardness of
58 to 60 on the Rockwell C scale.
The knife is truly ambidextrous as

far as the thumb stud
and the mounting of
the pocket clip. There
is, however, a lock-
out button set in the
aluminum alloy han-
dle scale on the right
hand side of the
knife. Slide that little
lockout toward the
AXIS lock button and
the blade is locked
between the handle
scales. Slide it the

opposite direction, away from the AXIS but-
ton, and the knife is unlocked. Once the knife

is unlocked, merely start the blade a short distance
out of the handle scales and the blade snaps open.
When the blade is in the open position, if you
wish, you can actuate this lockout devise to actu-
ally lock the blade open, lest you inadvertently
somehow moved the AXIS lock rearward. When
you wish to close the knife, assuming the lockout
is not locked, merely draw the AXIS button rear-
ward and fold the knife closed. 

I consider myself quite familiar with the AXIS
locking system and, the more one uses an AXIS
equipped knife, the more comfortable one
becomes. If you’re looking for a lightweight knife
that is on the small side but has big-knife features
and is fast into operation, I’d suggest you take a
look at the 470 Emissary from Benchmade.

Be sure to visit Jerry on the web at www.jer-
ryahern.com, or look for him on Facebook at
“The Survivalist” page or the Official Jerry Ahern
Fan Page. 

anch Hand, Benchmade Emissary 

The Benchmade Emissary uses the
excellent Axis Locking System.

Note the clip for pocket carry and
the thumb stud for starting this

assisted-opening blade. The secu-
rity lockout on the Emissary is
shown in the lockout position.
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